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Volume SensorVolume Sensor

Program for Damage Control and Program for Damage Control and 
IdentificationIdentification
For detecting fires, pipe ruptures, For detecting fires, pipe ruptures, 
floodsfloods
Uses microphones for acoustic Uses microphones for acoustic 
analysisanalysis
Uses Video systems for fire detectionUses Video systems for fire detection
LWVD is LWVD is NRL’sNRL’s algorithm for video algorithm for video 
based fire detection based fire detection 



Cameras UsedCameras Used

The Long Wavelength Video The Long Wavelength Video 
Detection (LWVD) uses bullet style Detection (LWVD) uses bullet style 
surveillance camerassurveillance cameras
These cameras include a filter that These cameras include a filter that 
only allows light greater than a only allows light greater than a 
certain wavelength through certain wavelength through 



MethodsMethods
The intensity of the The intensity of the 
pixels is converted to pixels is converted to 
a standard, a standard, 
‘luminosity’‘luminosity’
LWVD checks the LWVD checks the 
background background 
luminosity, and luminosity, and 
compares it to the compares it to the 
current luminositycurrent luminosity
If the current If the current 
luminosity is greater luminosity is greater 
than the threshold than the threshold 
plus the background, plus the background, 
and this remains and this remains 



Types of FiresTypes of Fires
Flaming FiresFlaming Fires Fires in Adjacent Compartments

Flaming fires increase 
Luminosity greatly, and are 
easily caught by the LWVD 

algorithm.

These fires create “hot spots” 
on the wall from reflections. 

Many of these went 
undetected by LWVD.



Types of Fires cont’dTypes of Fires cont’d
Smoldering Fires

Smoldering fires rarely 
make big flames. They 
normally make lots of 
smoke, affecting the 
luminosity values.

Bright Nuisances

These are events like welding or 
torch cutting steel. These tend to 

look like fires to the algorithms, and 
many set off false alarms.



ProblemsProblems
Problems that the Problems that the 
original fire original fire 
detection detection 
algorithms faced algorithms faced 
was that if the fire was that if the fire 
was out of view was out of view 
and was only and was only 
reflecting off of the reflecting off of the 
walls, it did not walls, it did not 
increase the increase the 
luminosity enough luminosity enough 
to sound the to sound the 
alarm.alarm. A fire is occurring, but the luminosity 

increase is too little for LWVD to alarm.



FireGridFireGrid

FireGrid is the FireGrid is the 
program I program I 
developed in developed in 
MatlabMatlab that breaks that breaks 
the video screen the video screen 
into a 12 block into a 12 block 
grid, achieving grid, achieving 
better sensitivity better sensitivity 
for smaller fires for smaller fires 
and adjacent and adjacent 
compartment fires. compartment fires. 



By making the 
grid smaller, small 
changes in the 
luminosity 
become much 
more apparent.



Luminosity Change Over Time, of the 
Grid Where the Fire Took Place

Luminosity Plot Comparisons 

Notice over the same amount of time, the change in 
luminosity of FireGrid’s block is much steeper, causing 
quicker alarm times, as opposed to checking the entire 

video’s luminosity.

Luminosity Change Over Time for the 
entire Video Screen.

(FireGrid) (LWVD)

FireGrid alarmed here, 
whereas LWVD didn’t 

alarm at all.



Future Developments
Future versions of FireGrid would also work with visible cameras as well.

It will also be able to recognize and distinguish between nuisances, such as welding.



Future Developments cont’dFuture Developments cont’d
The 4x3 grid that FireGrid uses is effective, but by making The 4x3 grid that FireGrid uses is effective, but by making 
the grids even smaller, sensitivity would again jump. This the grids even smaller, sensitivity would again jump. This 
would be especially effective for very small ‘hot spots’ on would be especially effective for very small ‘hot spots’ on 
the walls caused by reflections from the fire.the walls caused by reflections from the fire.

This is a ‘hot 
spot’ that went 
undetected by 
both the 
LWVD system 
and FireGrid.



SummarySummary
Developed a Developed a MultiresolutionMultiresolution Algorithm Algorithm 
for Long Wavelength Fire Detectionfor Long Wavelength Fire Detection
Improved sensitivity to small firesImproved sensitivity to small fires
Improved sensitivity to adjacent Improved sensitivity to adjacent 
compartment firescompartment fires
Faster response timesFaster response times
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